
You first doc
Changing attitudes towards people living with HiV starts in healthcare settings
LIM WEY WEN

AFTER serving for about 19 years in
infectious disease departments where
treating people living with HIV PLWH

is a daily routine rather than a rare occur
rence consultant infectious disease physician
Dr Christopher Lee has many stories to tell
Few of these stray from tales of his

patients whose lives he has seen transformed
with better care medication and the progres
sive change of attitudes that has allowed
them to continue living normal productive
lives
The AIDS wards days are over People are

no longer quarantined or sequestered from
other patients because of their HIV status
And doctors now armed with a better under
standing of how HIV works treat the infec
tion as a chronic but manageable disease not
too different from diabetes or heart disease
instead of the death sentence it once was
Even so the change in attitudes takes time

Stigma and discrimination against PLWH still
exist in many parts of society including
healthcare settings

This is sad because treatment is now easi
ly accessible and much better Yet because of
stigma and discrimination patients dare not
come forward for treatment by the medical
profession Dr Lee lamented at a media brief
ing recently
Ah Seng not his real name can still

remember a doctor s hurtful offhand remark
not long after he was diagnosed HIV positive

The doctor asked Why don t you try and
make a quick buck illegally or travel the
world before you die he recalls It was as if
I should give up hope
But that was six years ago and things have

changed for the better he says Stigma and
discrimination are decidedly less in some
places like hospitals with infectious disease
departments but it still exists
Nisha not her real name who has lived

with HIV for about seven years agrees In
some places both doctors and nurses are very
caring and understanding And in others you
get nurses who do not want to touch you or
wonder aloud with their colleagues about
how you might have gotten the infection
she says
While Dr Lee has seen positive changes in

attitudes towards PLWH among younger doc
tors he notes Unfortunately when you
speak to patients they will say they are fear
ful of going to see doctors because they fear
being rejected So they will ask their contacts
or call NGOs to find out which doctor they
can go to

This is what the It Begins with You pro
gramme aims to change Jointly organised by
MSD Malaysia the Malaysian Society for HIV
medicine MaSHM and Malaysian AIDS
Council MAC the annual educational pro
gramme has run since 2005 Its objective is to
change the mindsets of aspiring doctors
medical students in local universities when
it comes to PLWH and increase the number of
dedicated HIV AIDS doctors in the country

It begins with You 2009 started off with
pre awareness sessions where about 400
medical students learnt about HIV AIDS and
the stigma involved from doctors MAC mem
bers and PLWHs
After that they were given the opportunity

to convey what they leamt to the public in a
one day outreach program held in the e@
Curve shopping mall last October

We can see that the participants can feel
for the patients that they can actually be
more caring and warm to the patients as
they get more insight from the specialists
themselves says Ewe Kheng Huat managing
director of MSD in Malaysia

We even have some of our former partici
pants coming back and sharing their experi
ences
Teddy Teo a medical student is one of

them Having participated in It Begins With
You 2007 and 2008 he recently shared his
experiences with participants of the 2009
programme

By sharing his experiences he hopes to
encourage his peers to understand and reduce
the social stigma that many PLWH face

After all if we expect the public to change
we the medical community must take the
initiative to change first It begins with us he

explains in an email
What 1 leamt from the programme was

more on the behavioural aspects of the dis
ease rather than the medical facts about it

As a medical student I leamt most of the
facts and figures about HIV and AIDS in lec
tures This programme has given me the
opportunity to interact with real people
whose lives were totally changed by HIV and
gain a deeper understanding of the adverse
effects of stigma and discrimination on peo
ple living with HIV AIDS
Teo s sharing answers one of the questions

PLWH often ask when they encounter stigma
and discrimination in healthcare settings
Shouldn t doctors and nurses who presuma
bly have more knowledge about the disease
know better
The truth is knowing the facts and figures
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about the disease does not necessarily trans
late into a better understanding of the social
pressure most PLWH face
That realisation prompted Dr Kevin Ng to

sign up for the programme in 2006 I real
ised that medicine is more than just learn
ing about the disease it is about the people
as well he says
Three years into his medical career Dr Ng

notes that stigma may arise due to a lack of
understanding of the patients feelings and
needs and the perception that a PLWH is
partly responsible for his or her HIV infection
Though it is not always true the feeling is
there he says
Should healthcare professionals be held to

higher standards in their attitudes towards
PLWH Dr Ng replies We doctors are but
human and our thoughts are like everyone
else s But we must try to overcome it and
acknowledge that they are just another per
son needing our care
Although there is a risk of doctors and

nurses getting infected through needle stick
injuries accidental jabs from needles that
have been used on HIV positive patients Dr
Lee points out the same applies to any other
blood borne disease including Hepatitis B or

C

It s the procedure not the patient You just
need to make sure that you are careful with
everybody Take universal precautions he
says
It doesn t take much to make a PLWH feel

comfortable says Nisha Our hopes are sim
ple Just treat us as you would everybody else
and show us that you care If you find that
difficult just treat us like you would treat one
of your family members she explains

You don t have to know how we got the

disease or reveal our status directly or indi
rectly in front of other patients If you d like
to know more we would be happy to talk to
you in private
Having contemplated the progress of his

patients Dr Lee offers Some of the patients
may be ex drug users or ex sex workers but I

see many of them now dedicating their lives
to helping other people And I think they
may be greater heroes than some of us

Maybe they ve made a mistake early in
their lives but it s certainly harder to be them
than to be us So they are the ones we should
leam from he concludes
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